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ABSTRACT

One of the biggest problems of skeletonization is the occurrence of distortions at the junction point of the final binary image. At the junction area, a single point usually becomes a small stroke, and the corresponding trajectory task, as well as the OCR, consequently becomes more complicated. We therefore propose an adaptive post-processing method that uses an adaptive threshold technique to correct the distortions. Our proposed method transforms the distorted segments into a single point so that they are as similar to the original image as possible, and this improves the static handwriting images after the skeletonization process. Further, we attained promising results regarding the usage of the enhanced skeletonized images in other applications, thereby proving the expediency and efficiency of the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial analysis of offline handwriting can be classified into two regions: recognition of offline handwriting and trajectory recovery of offline handwriting for the purpose of authorship verification. Though the algorithms implemented in these regions have many similarities, there are also considerable differences. Both regions use features extracted from offline handwriting samples. In recognition of offline handwriting, application features are used for differentiating characters from the others or their combinations and thus needing to find out dissimilarities between characters and similarities of the same character written by various people. In trajectory recovery of offline handwriting, the features are used for recovering drawing order of writer when writing characters without pen-tip movement information, such as pen-tip coordinates, pressure, velocity, acceleration, pen-up and pen-down, thus needing to emphasize the correction of skeletonization stage, the very first stage in trajectory recovery of offline handwriting system. For both regions, many of those features are extracted from skeleton image of offline handwriting characters.

The number of algorithms was proposed in literature to obtain skeletonized pattern of binary handwriting samples. Pertinence of individual algorithm depends on requirement of particular application. For trajectory recovery of offline handwriting character purpose [1]-[4], the length of the character should be preserved from skeletonization process, thus thinning algorithms which conserve the length of the character are used very popular in regions of trajectory recovery of offline handwriting character. Nevertheless, thinning results usually include unexpected area around intersection point of binary image. This makes thinning results of offline handwriting character become far different from human handwriting. In the comprehensive survey [5], the general idea of trajectory recovery problem always includes the ambiguous zone detection step which deal with distortion around the junction points of the original character. In order to solve this problem, most of the approaches [6]-[8], start at correct junction point from skeleton character. The authors of [1] proposed a machine learning based approach which uses a large of instance image in order to train on training dataset. Therefore they do not face the problem of the distortion of skeleton images. However, their method depends heavily on the quality of their dataset, and the results will change over the different dataset. In [3] Qiao et. al. proposed a method which builds a graph model of the skeleton topology of offline handwriting characters. This method depends heavily on how the skeleton topology is created, because their concept Edge Continuity Relation (ECR) is deeply affected by quality of the skeleton result. In addition, their maximum weighted matching of general graph collects input value from the junction point of the skeleton topology. However, the skeleton topology of most well-known algorithms always is resulted with a lot of ambiguous regions around the junction point. Therefore, in the field of trajectory recovery, some authors [6], [9]-[11] have tried to overcome problem of skeleton by creating specialized skeleton result for their own use. Nevertheless, this process makes their algorithm cost more processing time and complex to follow. There are various types of skeleton as well as thinning algorithms which are well-defined and explained in literature, they are also proven to be efficient in time
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consuming. All of these observations motivated us to conduct a post processing method after thinning algorithm in order to exactly extract feature point around the ambiguous region of intersection point in the original character, especially for offline handwriting drawing order recovery purpose.

The problem of thinning extraction has been widely studied for many years. Most of those thinning algorithms [12]-[14] base on the repeated erosion of pattern boundaries while keeping the connectivity of pattern unchanged. All are significant impressionable to spurious small hole appearing around intersection area and some other noises in binary image. Post-processing stage needs implementing to avoid defects around the intersection regions as much as possible and make the skeleton image more useful for the real applications which take the skeleton image as input.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present a preprocessing stage. A detailed implementation of proposed post-processing algorithm is presented in section III. In section IV, we show experimental results and discussion. Conclusion of the paper is given in section V.

2. PRE-PROCESSING

The most considerable aspect in offline handwriting recognition system as well as trajectory recovery of offline handwriting is that the feature points need extracting correctly from the offline handwriting input images. These feature points of offline handwriting images can be simply extracted from their thinning results. Nevertheless, thinning algorithms generally encounter the problem that they are sensitive to some kind of noise in binary image. It makes the thinning results far different from expected one, thus needing to implement a preprocessing stage before the thinning procedure to remove noise and make the quality of the thinning results much better.

By observing the differences between the thinning images and their corresponding binary images, it can be certainly shown that the isolated areas (hole, dot) in binary images of Figure 1 create a number of spurious strokes in the thinning image as seen in Fig. 2.

In this paper, some pre-processing techniques are given for removing these defects before thinning steps.

- We define a suitable mask for removing spurious hole in the binary image to avoid unexpected stroke which may appear in the thinning results.
- For the case of spurious isolated pixel, firstly we calculate average number of pixel of connected component t. Secondly we define a threshold t₁ which base on t. After that, the spurious isolated pixel area with the number of pixel below t₁ will be removed.
- We use the algorithms presented in [15], [16] to eliminate others spurious stroke may appear in the thinning results.

3. PROPOSED POST-PROCESSING METHOD

There are two types of segment detected from skeleton of a handwriting image, i.e. a real segment corresponding to part of a real stroke, and a spurious segment resulting from the skeleton process and never exists in an original handwriting image. To distinguish these two types in the post-processing stage plays a vital role in skeleton-based applications. The recognition of spurious segment has a great effect on the performance of skeleton-based applications. Besides, due to a reduction in the number of segments, the application processing time will be shortened. The adaptive threshold method whose flowchart is shown in Figure 3 will be used as follows.
3.1 Stroke width estimation
To classify two types of segment, it is necessary to calculate the average stroke width information \( w \) of the static handwriting character. In this paper, we have implemented the stroke width estimation in [16].

3.2 Loop segment detection
The segment connected to loop segment is the most probably the spurious segment. As a result, the adaptive method should be used at the intersection related to a loop segment and a normal intersection separately.

3.3 Adaptive threshold method
1) Identify every feature point in skeleton image by gauging the number of neighbor of pixel \( n \) and the cross number \( r \). Junction point is the pixel that abides by the following condition [17].

\[
n \geq 4 \text{ or } r \geq 3
\]  

2) Fix feature point detection in case of inaccurate detection of junction points according to the method used in step 1. As a result, a predefined mask needs to be used to iterate whole skeleton image in the fixing process. If identifying five junction points (white pixel) fitting mask \( L \), we will replace them with only one point the center of mask \( L \). If a pixel and their neighbor 8 fits mask \( H_1, H_2, H_3, H_4 \) which shown in Figure 4, it will be marked to be deleted.

![Flowchart of proposed method](image)

**Fig. 3. Flowchart of proposed method**

![Predefined mask for correcting feature detection](image)

**Fig. 4. Predefined mask for correcting feature detection**
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3) Average length of loop segment needs computing. For the segment which is not connected to any loop segment, we set threshold as \( t_1=w \). For the segment which is connected to a loop segment, we set threshold as follows:

\[
t_2 = \frac{w d_i}{l}
\]  

4) Firstly, each segment is identified whether it is connected to any loop segment for setting a suitable threshold. Secondly, if the length of segment is smaller than the threshold, the segment is classified as a spurious segment. Otherwise the segment is classified as a real segment. The threshold is chosen based on the stroke width because of two reasons. Firstly, the junction point in the original character is the intersection of two strokes or segments; therefore the length of spurious segment of junction area will be proportioned to the stroke width. That means, the more the stroke width is, the more the length of spurious segment is. Secondly, the threshold is not uniform for all character images since they have different writing style and size of input character. However these various aspects are not significant, therefore the use of stroke width in this case is acceptable. In addition, during experimentation we observed the changing of the length of the spurious segment depending on the stroke width in order to set suitable threshold.

5) By observation the characters which are written by various writers, it can be easily seen that a spurious segment can appear only between two junction points. Therefore, if the spurious segment candidate detected in step 3 is between a junction point and an end point or between two end points, it should be considered a real segment.

6) After all spurious segments are identified; we have to cluster these spurious segments if they are connected together. Two types of spurious segment so-called single spurious segment and group spurious segment will be transformed into a new intersection point. For single spurious segment, the new
intersection point is considered as middle point of the spurious segment. For the group of the spurious segment, the new intersection point is calculated by using set of middle points of the segments which belong to that group.

7) After having all new intersection points, a reconstruction process is utilized at these spurious segments as well as group of spurious segment by deleting spurious segment and group these spurious segments and then connecting real segment to corresponding the new intersection point which related to the real segment.

Algorithm:
Finding all feature points in the input image, try to find set of the junction points using equation (1).
Initializing: calculate total number of segment (real segment and spurious segment) in the input image (n), calculate average length of loop segment (als), stroke width (w)

\[
\text{for } i := 1 \text{ to } n \text{ step } 1 \text{ do }
\]
\[
\text{if segment is loop segment then}
\]
\[
\text{threshold} = w \times \text{length of entire loop segment/als};
\]
\[
\text{else if}
\]
\[
\text{threshold} = w;
\]
\[
\text{end}
\]
\[
\text{if length of segment is smaller than threshold and the segment is between two junction points then}
\]
\[
\text{segment is classified as spurious segment;}
\]
\[
\text{end}
\]

Building adjacent graph [18] of the segments

\[
\text{for } i := 1 \text{ to } n \text{ step } 1 \text{ do }
\]
\[
\text{if segment is spurious segment then}
\]
\[
\text{do grouping based on the adjacent graph}
\]
\[
\text{end}
\]

Doing reconstruction process

return new skeleton image

All intermediate images of whole process are shown in following figures. Fig. 5 shows the input binary image of handwritten character "western". Then, equation (1) is applied to skeleton image to extract the feature point such as end points (green point) and junction points (red point) in Fig. 6. After having all feature points extracted, all segments of character are examined to figure out which is the spurious segment as shown in Fig. 7. Lastly, clustering process is implemented to turn spurious segment into only one feature point in Fig. 8. At this point of view, a skeleton pattern of character contains only real segment which model exactly a handwritten character without any extraordinary unexpected pattern.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Dataset
In this experiment, we used set of the hand drawn scripts which include 9 English documents with over 1000 character in different style as shown in Fig. 9.
In addition, we have used the public dataset from [19] in order to evaluate the proposed system. Experimental result of our proposed system on this dataset is given in Table 2. In our evaluation scheme, first of all, original skeleton algorithm such as Zhang-Suen algorithm is applied to the binary image. Then our proposed method is implemented on these results to get the final corrected skeleton image. Lastly, we have reconstructed the binary images from the result of the skeleton image to make a comparison between our proposed method and original skeleton algorithm. The reconstructed image is calculated by using the stroke width of the binary character (w) from the previous section. Because there are many distortions existing in the skeleton image, the reconstructed image of original skeleton algorithm considerably different from the original binary image, and the reconstructed binary image of corrected skeleton image is similar to the original binary image. Based on these observations, we proposed a method in order to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed system by using the matching rate which is calculated by the reconstructed binary images and the original binary images.

4.2 Evaluation by matching rate

For directly evaluating the results of proposed method, we reconstructed a binary image based on the skeleton after proposed method to calculate matching rate between the original binary image and the reconstructed binary image. The matching rate is calculated using following equation:

\[
\text{matching \_rate} = 100\frac{t_1}{t_2}
\]  

Where \(t_1\), \(t_2\) are the number of foreground pixel in the original binary image and the reconstructed binary image respectively.

The comparing results which given in Table.1 shows that when our proposed method is applied, the better results are achieved.

Table 1. Matching rate for our dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document. 1</td>
<td>89.23%</td>
<td>87.52%</td>
<td>91.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 2</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
<td>91.06%</td>
<td>93.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 3</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
<td>89.72%</td>
<td>91.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 4</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>91.13%</td>
<td>92.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 5</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td>89.71%</td>
<td>91.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 6</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>90.63%</td>
<td>93.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 7</td>
<td>91.23%</td>
<td>90.17%</td>
<td>94.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 8</td>
<td>92.32%</td>
<td>91.23%</td>
<td>93.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document. 9</td>
<td>92.64%</td>
<td>92.92%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>91.21%</td>
<td>90.38%</td>
<td>93.16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Matching rate for dataset [19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>89.84%</td>
<td>88.32%</td>
<td>92.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Evaluation by trajectory recovery application

Trajectory recovery of handwriting character is a technique to estimate the drawing order of a given handwritten character image. For “x” a correct stroke recovery result is “wx” \(\rightarrow\) “~” (where strokes are written from top to bottom). Similarly, for “\(\chi\)”, the correct result should be “\(\chi\)” “\(\rightarrow\)” “\(\chi\)”. Trajectory recovery of handwriting character depends on behavior of writer and we also do not have information about pen-tip movements, such as pen-tip coordinate, pressure, velocity, acceleration, pen-up, pen-down, therefore it is difficult to obtain correct results. The above examples of two similar characters clearly show how the problem is difficult. In this paper, we utilize an algorithm where trajectory of character can be estimated using graph based method to searching the optimal path. Through the optimal path searching, the multi-strokes character can be decomposed into single strokes to achieve exactly trajectory of character.

In the trajectory recovery results shown in Fig. 10, the different color arrow symbol shows the direction of the different stroke respectively. For example in the character “co”, the yellow arrow shows the direction of character “c” and the pink arrow shows the direction of the character “o”. And the Fig. 11 shows some others results of trajectory recovery application after our method. It is clearly seen that the results of the trajectory recovery after proposed method are much more similar to the human handwriting than the original skeleton.
Fig. 10. Comparision results between proposed method and Zhang-Suen skeletonization

Fig. 11. Results from trajectory recovery application

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, several efficient post-processing techniques are given to increase the quality of skeletonized image of offline handwriting character for feature extraction, an important step in recognition systems as well as trajectory recovery applications by using an adaptive method to distinguish a real stroke from a spurious stroke in the skeleton image. However, in some terrible cases, when the spurious segment length is very long, our method has failed to detect these spurious segments. The higher value of the matching rate as well as the success rate in trajectory recovery system has illustrated the promising performance of our proposed method.
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